47. The Second Coming of Christ
The Anti-Christ
The Unholy Trinity
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
What can you share about the Second Coming of Christ and the Anti-Christ?
“You will continue to know that the Second Coming is your Christed Self! The
Second Coming is your Highest Awareness the Awareness of the Christ Itself. They call
it the Mystical Wisdom. The Union with Yourselves is Christed does mean Beautiful
One that you Recognize the Viability of your Own Spirit. You Recognize the Beauty of
this Expression of what you call Source. That moves through Each of you in an
Individual capacity. That allows you to be what you Thought, Heard, and Understand
of that one called Jesus. It is the Second Coming, simply meaning you have Awakened
to the Message that Jesus Christ laid down before you.
“Now again we will say to All of you it is Very Necessary that you do NOT Hold
to the Mental Capacity that you had before, which means your Judgments upon
Yourselves that believes that you are Less Than the Christed Consciousness or the
Source. The Belief That Something Or Someone Else Overpowers You.”
It is a big thing from what we have All been told!
“It is Indeed! It is Indeed!”
Thank you Malachi!

The Anti-Christ
“So the Anti-Christ, what does that simply mean? It means that you Will Not
allow yourselves to Recognize that Inner Empowered State. It does Not mean a Being
or a Force Field is going to Create Something that is Destructive.”
Oh Malachi that is really powerful!
“The Anti-Christ is with you All now. Do you know what that is? It is your
Belief that you are Less than. That you do not have the capacity to comprehend what

is within you, Around you or even in the Cosmos. The Anti-Christ is your Belief that
there are Beings from Other Dimensions that can Harm you. The Anti-Christ is just a
Belief that your Governors and Governorships can give you Harm. Your Anti-Christ is
your Belief that there can be Other Human Beings that will Destroy you. So you know
again and again in your Beliefs, you Create Your Reality.”
So We Think it is Somebody Outside of us!
“Indeed.”
Malachi, I was even hesitating in whether I should even ask that question. I am
so Thankful I did!
“Beautiful One, let us give Honor in this fashion. Those of you, all of you, you
are Beings of All Kinds of Traditions and All Religions. You are All Honoring that which
is called the Divine Creator. You even utilize the Language ‘We Are One’. We are the
Creator Embodied; all of you will say that.
“Then you will use Other Languages. Well, ‘there are those in the Galactic
Centers that can do us Harm’, ‘there are those from the Galactic Center that are Ruling
Earth’, ‘there are those on the Earth that are Fooling us.’ So again you separate even
from your own truth that you First Spoke. That is your Anti-Christ.”
That is powerful! So it is Not a name, it is Not Somebody, it is our
misconception!
“Indeed! Indeed!”
Thank you for that Blessing!

The Unholy Trinity
What can you tell us about the Unholy Trinity?
“There you are again you will Recognize the Unholy Trinity is the Power of the
Evolution of Separation. Meaning Beautiful One, you DO NOT Recognize that you are
Source, you DO NOT Even Recognize the Power of your Humanness. There is your
Unholy Trinity.”
We have been duped by ourselves!
“Indeed you have!”

Oh, Malachi I worried that this was too Negative to even bring before you!
“It is a Beautiful Understanding! So that all of you can make the changes that
you call for, that you are willing to say in one Breath and Deny in another.”
Thank you Malachi for these insights!
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